• Hold the rear #3 button down on e.VOKE to initiate search for M2 device.

• Turn both e.VOKE and M2 MOSAir on.

If the e.VOKE and M2 MOSAir do not automatically sync, please follow this

• M2 and e.VOKE will automatically sync.

• Return to play mode on M2.

The e.VOKE Air Sync system includes:

• User’s manual
• Micro USB charging cable
• e.VOKE i5 Air Sync smart box

To power on your e.VOKE press and hold the center button for 2 seconds.

During charging the Power level is indicated by the LED.

Use a standard mini USB cable to charge your e.VOKE from any power supply.

• The wireless CFC component will only fit
is connected and mounted to the main
• MOSAir boards are identified by their Blue
• M2 markers produced in 2016 will need to
FOR OLDER M2 MODELS BEING
INSTALLING e.VOKE IN YOUR M2
• Logistic use only

To perform this operation, push the M2
center of the joystick until your M2 powers
• Turn on your M2 by pushing and holding the
MOSAir board.

Air Sync chip module is installed in the M2
• The wireless charging unit is likely to scratch or damage
when changing DYE® lenses. Use of
: Use only your hands
4
Grab the lens from the front by the
9
To remove the lens, push forward
10
once again for one second to enable your M2
STEP 1 - USER GUIDE FOR E.VOKE AIR SYNC SYSTEM
• Use only 100% silicone for silicone
• Make sure your M2 is Air Sync compatible and the Air Sync module
is installed.

• 2017 v2 Sticky grips are identified by the DYE
• User is performing the lens
replacement correctly, please call
Dye customer service for help.
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through training. e.VOKE will provide start, stop, and set instructions to Activate training mode in your M2 and use the e.VOKE to help walk you

#1 and #2
Button #3  rear
HOLD #2, TAP #3 =
HOLD #2, TAP #1 =
Search for device for pairing
ON,  HOLD 3 SEC = OFF

will prompt the e.VOKE to relay your operating pressures to you verbally.

joystick to the left for 2 seconds.
at 500, 250, 100, and 50. You can prompt an update by pressing the middle
your shots and alert you when you are running low. Alerts are automatic
countdown value in increments of 25 until you reach your desired paint
Get alerted when your paint supply is running low. Enter the projected

POWER LEVEL ALERTS:

GAME TIMER:

AIR SYNC:

FEATURES:

UPDATE FIRMWARE:

CHANGE LANGUAGE: